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RATIONALE FOR PARTNERSHIPS
for

CITY TREES

Communicating the Message
The benefits our urban trees provide must be clearly

understood by political decisionmakers. When the gov-

ernment and community sectors are able to credibly con-

vey benefits vs. costs, it offers the best chance for a

sustainable urban forestry program. Moreover, other

studies show how partnerships among the nonprofit,

for-profit, government, utility, education, and

community sectors most effectively support the health

of the urban forest.

The condition of any urban forest depends on public

awareness and support (the community sector), adequacy

of the city's urban forestry budget (the political sector),

and the technical/scientific ability of the management
agency (the government sector). When these sectors

operate cooperatively they create a resilient support

system. If a city is especially strong in one area, it can
compensate for weakness in another, but the long-term

health of an urban forest system is almost always depen-

dent on the health of all three components. Collectively,

these three produce political staying power that ensures
the urban forest resource will continue to thrive.

The Value of Urban Forests
Urban trees provide communities with an impressive

list of benefits (see Benefits—Benefits of Community Trees,

page 4.) Surveys indicate people like trees and prefer
communities with adequate tree cover.

Unfortunately, official support is less forthcoming.

Public funding for tree maintenance and planting new

trees is inadequate to maintain robust urban tree

canopies. While trees are appreciated, they generally are

not assigned dollar values.

Public support for trees has been mostly an aesthetic

concern. Lady Bird Johnson, while First Lady, champi-

oned the U.S. beautification movement in the 1960s.
Tree, shrub, and flower planting were promoted, espe-

cially along the nation's roadways, and became part of

federal legislation. Although trees gained some status in

the public's eye through this beautification movement,

it was not enough to change the general condition of

urban trees, which, according to AMERICAN FORESTS
surveys, started to decline in the 1960s.

By the early 1980s it was clear that the health of our

city forests didn't depend on good looks alone. Commun-

ity leaders were making decisions based on tangible,

measurable factors and the value of trees was not being

communicated effectively. The most direct approach to

measuring tree values would be to put trees into the

marketplace and to establish dollar values for the

contributions they make to a community.

I NCREASING PROPERTY VALUE

In the late 1970s, Brian Payne, a USDA Forest

Service employee, studied the value of homes around

Amherst, Massachusetts. His findings are still consid-

ered relevant today. Homes in his study that had trees

around them were commonly worth 7 to 10 percent

more—and sometimes as much as 20 percent more—

than homes without trees. The accuracy of Payne's study

has been demonstrated over and over in recent years.

Today, homebuilders all over the country recognize that

trees add to the selling price of their homes.
An appraisal method for calculating the value of

trees has been developed by a committee of experts in

conjunction with the International Society of

Arboriculture (ISA). Although this value is not general-

ly accepted by property appraisers, when properly used

by an expert tree appraiser, it provides an assessment of
overall value to help compensate an owner when a tree is

damaged or killed.



SAVING ENERGY

In the mid-1980s several USDA Forest Service and

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory scientists, as well as Jack

Parker of Miami International University, were able to

measure the energy savings trees and landscaping pro-

vided to individual homes. Their measurements calcu-

lated the cost of energy avoided as a result of having

trees shade homes (direct savings) or cool urban areas

(indirect savings). They found that strategically placed

trees can save homeowners 10 to 40 percent on their

cooling costs. Gordon Heisler, a USDA Forest Service

researcher in Pennsylvania, found that trees also provide

significant savings on the costs of winter heating by

blocking the home from prevailing winter winds.

Using trees for energy savings also reduces carbon

emissions because trees store carbon in wood as they

grow, and because it reduces the amount of carbon

emitted into the atmosphere by the generation of elec-

tric power. A strategically placed urban tree can prevent

25 times as much carbon from entering the air for cool-

ing as it can sequester.

PREVENTING EROSION

One study conducted north of Baltimore, Maryland,

demonstrated the ability of trees to filter sediment from

stormwater. In the Gunpowder Falls Basin, part of the

Chesapeake Bay watershed, the study showed that

forestland produced about 50 tons of sediment per acre

per year compared to 1,000 to 5,000 tons for farmland.
Land stripped for construction produced upwards of

25,000 tons per acre per year. If you have ever bought

topsoil and recognize its critical role in the environ-

ment, you can easily understand the value of trees in

preventing erosion.

REDUCING STORM FLOW

During a storm, trees slow the movement of water

across the land; conversely, when trees are removed,

storm flows and the risk of flooding increase. To

reduce flooding risk, new construction in urban areas

must establish an engineering solution to the stormwa-

ter problem. A value can be assigned to trees on a con-

struction site, based on the cost of building stormwater

containment structures to hold the additional flow

that results when trees are removed. In addition,

stormwater collected in storm sewers receives a chemical

treatment before it is allowed to flow back into natural

water areas. The cost of this chemical treatment can

also be measured.

I MPROVING AIR QUALITY

Although the formation of smog is complex, part of

it is temperature dependent. Trees' cooling properties

reduce smog formation by about 30 percent. The heat

produced by the rock-like city center makes the city

hotter. Dark surfaces and sparse vegetation make it

worse. The heat island effect is like a bunsen burner

heating a chemistry experiment; the hotter the burner

makes the test tubes, the more the experimental brew

mixes. In the air above the city, the mixing of sulphur

and nitrogen produces smog. For every 1 degree increase

in temperature over 72 degrees F, the possibility of

smog increases by 6 percent, according to scientists at

Lawrence Berkeley Lab.

These specifics are just some of the ecological bene-

fits trees bring to a community; the values of wildlife

and recreation enhancement also must be added. Social

benefits have only just started to be measured but

already are significant.

Roger Ulrich, a geographer at Texas A&M, has

looked at the impact of trees on hospital patients. He

found patients whose rooms looked out on trees had

shorter hospital stays and needed fewer painkillers.

Another study, by Sullivan and Kuo in the Chicago area,
found a correlation between trees and a reduction in

domestic violence. Trees offer a long list of values to a

community. Measuring these values and presenting the

case for trees to community leaders at public meetings is
a challenge that must be addressed if trees are going to

survive the ever-urbanizing environment.

A new computer software program called CITYgreen,

developed by AMERICAN FORESTS, provides people with a

relatively simple way to calculate the community-wide

values of trees. This PC program, which can operate on

a desktop computer, is an application program for

ArcView, a Geographic Information System (GIS) that

operates in a Windows environment.





HOW THINGS GET DONE
in

COMMUNITIES

A Balance of Power
POLITICAL SECTOR: Cities are divided into voting

districts represented by councilmembers or commission-

ers. They have direct access through the Mayor's office

to get things done in their districts. It is often their

requests for tree maintenance, removals, and plantings
that become the main concern of the departments that

manage and maintain trees.

GOVERNMENT SECTOR: Several agencies may

have urban forest responsibilities, including the public

works department, the engineering department, the

department of transportation, the parks and recreation

department, city utility or municipal electric company,

land-use planning or community development agency,

and legal department. Large cities have detailed organ-

izational charts that separate departments according

to hierarchy. Each may have its own set of ordinances,

regulations, and budgets that control the way in which

it does business in the community.

COMMUNITY SECTOR: Citizen tree groups can

maintain a high profile and develop strong communica-

tion links within the political structure through their

district representatives. If groups are well organized,

informed on the issues, and have a basic understanding
of tree care and natural resources conservation, they can

articulate their appreciation and concern for urban forest
resources and support their claims with accurate scien-

tific-based data and information. When skillfully done,

this can be a powerful influence on the city's political

and management structure.

It is often up to citizen tree groups to forge a part-

nership between the public and private sectors. But to

build alliances, you have to know where to go and

whom to see.

THE POLITICAL SECTOR

Cities and towns are managed by a political structure.

There may be a city manager, city clerk, and/or executive

officer, as well as a mayor. Jurisdictions will have either a

city council or board of commissioners that makes policy

and has administrative authority over local government.

The members are elected in some areas and appointed in

others. These decisionmakers hold the key to changing

public policies on the urban forest and set budgets for the

agency or agencies that maintain it. Their meetings, and
the minutes from them, are public, providing an opportu-
nity for citizen influence.

THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR

Public agencies are tax-supported units of govern-

ment. Responsibility for the care of street trees, parks,

greenspace, and the urban fringe may fall to one or

several agencies: the community development or land-

use planning agency; department of transportation,

department of public works or engineering; or the parks

and recreation department.

Cities with room to expand or increase density have

a land-use planning department, and the key contact

there is the city planner. In larger cities the department

is usually part of the community development agency;

in this case, the director or land-use planner is the best

contact. The community development agency provides
a structure for growth and development. The local

land-use plan controls zoning and development and is

therefore a primary revenue source. Set by the state

constitution, it determines the property tax level and

creates the tax base and tax revenue. The land-use plan

details rules and guidelines for zoning, building codes,

streets, tree boards, parks, schools, and infrastructure.

The key contact at the department of transportation

(DOT) is the landscape architect or engineer. The DOT

is responsible for building new roads (part of the capital

budget) and/or maintaining existing ones. Trees are

planted as part of the capital budget during road con-

struction or reconstruction. The landscape easement or

tree lawn (between the sidewalk and the curb), and the
size, shape, and composition of rights-of-way are all

decided by the DOT. It may issue permits for local

government or private groups to plant trees on DOT

easements and often requires a commitment for mainte-
nance. While usually a county- or state-level agency, the

local DOT is tied to federal agencies because much of its

funding comes from the Federal Highway

Administration.



AREAS OF COOPERATION

Public agencies with official responsibility

for trees have an overlapping concern with

public interest groups. Citizen tree groups

and municipal foresters may have the same

goal—a healthy and abundant urban

forest—yet not recognize the significance

of their partnership.The shaded area in the

chart shows the potential for overlapping

interests and opportunities for partnerships.

Strengthening this partnership improves the

effectiveness of their common concerns.

At the department of public works (DPW), the key

contacts are the engineer, park superintendent, or urban

forester. Often responsible for the planning, planting,

maintenance, and removal of all trees on community-

owned property, the DPW may also ensure code enforce-

ment on private property. Larger communities may have

an urban forestry department that provides or contracts

out services. In smaller communities, the city engineer
may be responsible for all tree-related activities. Trees

frequently are planted as part of the public works bud-

get, separate from the capital program.

Smaller communities may have an engineering

department that performs the duties of either the DOT

or the DPW or may be part of one or the other. Better

public works programs have new construction or recon-

struction projects that pay for tree planting with capital

funds, in addition to ongoing maintenance and tree

replacement.

The key contact at the parks and recreation depart-

ment may be called the park manager, urban forester,

arborist, or horticulturist. This department takes care

of planning, planting, and maintenance of parks and

parkways. It may also be responsible for the community's

street tree program if the DPW does not have the exper-

tise or the budget. In small communities, planning may

be done in either the department of public works or the

parks and recreation department.

If your community has a city utility or municipal

electric company, the key contact is usually a line clear-

ance supervisor or manager. The utility generally main-
tains all the existing trees that are within the municipal

electric system. Utilities often get involved in coopera-

tive tree planting and tree replacement efforts, and are

great partners for public awareness or educational efforts.

THE COMMUNITY SECTOR

There are myriad citizen groups that care about

trees—from politically appointed tree boards to inde-

pendent, nonprofit tree groups to civic organizations.

Tree Boards—A legally constituted tree board or

commission formed through city council ordinance

acts as an advisory group to the community govern-

ment. Board members may be appointed or elected
and may have policy-making powers. Representation

from various agencies and interest groups should be

reflected in the membership and increases the board's

credibility. Its primary responsibility is oversight, but

duties may include an assessment of the community's

forestry program or a presentation of its budget to poli-

cymakers. A legally constituted tree board is closer to

the planning and budget process than are citizen groups.

While a tree board or commission is not independent of

the political leadership, this connection makes it an

effective ally in the public policy arena.

Urban Forest Councils—An urban forest council is a

broad-based coalition that addresses urban forest inter-

ests but without the potential policymaking powers

of a politically appointed tree commission. The most

common council has two tiers: the main body, which

includes all interested parties, and a smaller executive

committee, usually responsible for management and

day-to-day policy decisions. A diverse mix of members

provides a better vision of urban forests as urban ecosys-

tems, not to mention the skills and cultural diversity

needed to be most effective. Particularly effective to

have as members are citizen activists, urban foresters,

elected officials, and businesspeople.

Nonprofit Tree Groups—Nonprofit tree groups general-

ly operate at the local or state level and are usually creat-



ed by a person with a passion for planting and caring for
trees. The typical staff consists of an executive director

and an assistant director or project coordinator. The all-
important support of community volunteers, or mem-

bers, is critical. Nonprofit tree groups are governed by a

board of directors, which sets policies for the staff to act

upon. The board has fiduciary responsibility and should

lead fundraising efforts. Unlike government, nonprofit

organizations must raise their own revenue. There are no

guarantees that their funding will continue from year to

year, although their tax-deductible status helps encour-

age financial support from individuals, foundations, and

businesses. Nonprofit tree groups need not have an urban
forester on staff. Their influence within the community

comes from their autonomy and how well they represent

the community. The greatest advantage of nonprofit tree

groups is the considerable volunteer power they can har-

ness for the cause of urban forests.

Civic Groups and Neighborhood Associations—Civic,

school, and church groups are generally created to help

a particular institution. Neighborhood associations are

open to all residents or homeowners in a specific com-

munity and can be nonprofit organizations or coalitions.

Neighborhood associations' responsibilities may include
maintaining common property, which would include

tree planting and care; creating and enforcing covenants;

and encouraging improvements. The neighborhood may

have established codes, covenants, and restrictions con-
nected to property deeds.

Trees are just one of the items of concern for civic

groups and neighborhood associations, so their interest

may be fleeting. Even if their interest peaks only a

couple times a year, their activities increase public

awareness of trees and community service, and can
help identify local activists.

Your best assurance of a healthy urban forest is a

partnership between the community, political, and gov-

ernment sectors. While government agencies have the
budget, authority, and responsibility to care for urban

trees, it is private, community-based organizations that
are best able to broaden public involvement and leverage

political support for healthy urban forests.

HOW THINGS GET DONE IN COMMUNITIES

Elected officials have the strongest voice in directing what goes on in a community. Much of their work is carried out in public

meetings, which allows citizens and the media to be aware of their actions.The leadership decides funding priorities and allocates

money to various agencies. Citizens and citizen groups with specific public concerns keep an eye on these agencies' work.

They interact directly with the agencies and use the power of their voice to influence public policy.This public voice can be

expressed on the record in a public meeting, or informally at social events or in private conversations.This formal and informal

communication network is the process by which things get done.





CHANGING THINGS FOR THE BETTER:
Affecting

PUBLIC POLICY

When government responds to the needs of the peo-

ple, good public policy is at work. Recycling is a famil-

iar example. Not long ago recycling was the talk of

visionaries. Then it became voluntary. Now many local

governments operate mandatory curbside pick-up pro-

grams. The opportunity to positively affect public policy

by educating the political sector is one of the most
important roles filled by a partnership between local

urban forest agencies and nonprofit tree groups.
Government agencies have the expertise and man-

agement know-how on the needs of the urban forest;

the nonprofit knows the needs of the community. When

these two groups work together, policymakers listen.

Get to Know Your Local Government
Do your homework before advocating. Find out the

legal set-up of your local government (charter, constitu-
tion, statutes, etc.). Discover its limitations, what func-

tions and services it is responsible for, and how changes

are made to these functions and services.

HOW IS YOUR LOCAL GOVERNMENT ORGANIZED?

Get a pen and paper and answer the following:
• Who makes policy and who has administrative

authority?

• How many members are on the local
governmental body?

• Are they elected or appointed?

• What qualifications are required?

• What is the term of office and salary?

• How often does the body meet?

• Are meetings open to the public?

• Are minutes made available to the public?

• What are the opportunities for citizen input?

• What are the responsibilities of the
governing body?

• Is there an executive officer? A city clerk?

Get specific on your issue. Again, pick up your pen:

• What local government departments have respon-
sibilities for trees and other natural resources?

• Are they headed by appointed or elected officials?

• What advisory boards or commissions are there?

• What are their functions and responsibilities?

• Do they report to the governing body,
make recommendations, and conduct hearings?

• Are their meetings open to the public?

• Do their responsibilities overlap?

• What are their budgets, sources of revenues,
and major expenses?

Organize a Government Relations Committee
Members of a government relations committee

should represent the entire urban forest constituency.
Staying focused on the priority issue (like ordinance

revision or an increased management budget) is critical
to the success of the advocacy effort. If your group has

more than one issue, rank them in order of priority.

Set Up a Legislative Network
A grass roots network is an organized, systematic

means of communicating on short notice with local

volunteers who have agreed to be the contact for their

legislators. Develop a means of quick communication
with your committee. Work hard to keep the network

viable, and remember: Volunteers are more influential with
legislators than are staff. Keep a list handy of your legisla-

tors and their grass roots contacts.



Identify Legislative Leaders
Get to know the names and faces you want to influ-

ence on the legislative body. You will need to recruit a

strong advocate in the legislative committee that has

jurisdiction over your cause. The staff members of deci-

sionmakers are very important. Senior staff often wield

enormous power and can greatly assist your efforts.

Know Your Stuff
You are the expert on your issue when you commu-

nicate with legislators, so be well versed. Your presenta-

tion materials should anticipate the major concerns and

interests of your audience. The better you can link your

issues to the concerns of legislators, the more receptive
they will be.

Practice the ABCs of Communicating

WRITING LETTERS

When writing letters to legislators, use personal or

business letterhead. Be accurate. Be brief. Be clear. Ask

the legislator to reply and ask directly if you can count

on support. Be timely. Your communication must arrive

in time to allow your grass roots network time to con-

tact legislators before a vote. Follow up; most people

don't respond to written communications without a fol-

low-up call. Acknowledge all responses.

HOLDING MEETINGS

Meetings are the best way to get your point across.

Make an appointment and be prompt. Bring a delega-

tion, if necessary. Discuss your issue from the legislator's

perspective. Leave behind a fact sheet on your issue.

Write a "thank you" and remind the legislator of agree-

ments reached during the meeting. Site visits by legisla-

tors are effective when well planned.

TESTIFYING

When preparing and providing testimony, keep

your statement brief and provide a one-page summary.

Have the testimony presented by a high-ranking, well-

informed volunteer. A senior staff member is a good

second choice. If appropriate, have other groups sign on

to your testimony. Plant questions with friendly legisla-

tors, and be courteous, but direct, to hostile questions.
If you can't answer a question, say so, and offer to get

the information.

GETTING AND GIVING GOOD PR

The media is a powerful tool for advocacy. Legislators

take note of organizations quoted in news stories on key

legislative issues. (Congressional staff rank news articles
and editorials in daily newspapers very high among the

forces that influence members of Congress.) Provide

accurate, newsworthy information to the media through

press releases, press conferences, letters to the editor,

op-eds, and public service campaigns.

Build Coalitions
Almost all legislation is enacted as a result of coali-

tion efforts. While coalitions are fragile, they have enor-

mous potential to influence legislation. The main

function of a coalition is to build a sense of trust and

openness. Every coalition must have an organization that

serves as a clearinghouse to quickly get information to

coalition members. Coalition membership and commit-

ments change, so plan to get information to the govern-

ment relations committee quickly and accurately.

Congratulate coalition members on the role they played

in a successful effort.







Here is an example of how one community created important links between natural resource issues and community issues.

By producing a matrix, they were able to identify important issues.The far left column represents community issues viewed

i mportant by the decisionmakers and concerned citizens.The far right column represents the natural resource issues viewed

i mportant by the environmental professionals.The middle columns represent the geographic scope (regional, neighborhood, and

individuals).After developing the matrix, the community leaders and environmental professionals were able to draw a logical

path between community and natural resources issues, and see how the urban forest is relevant to both.



SUCCESSFUL
PARTNERSHIPS

The process outlined here involves separate entities

in the community, political, and government sectors

working together while still retaining the identities of
the organizations they represent. Participants in this

process bring these separate organizations into a new

structure with full commitment to share a common mis-

sion. In all cases, the participants are partners that either

pool or secure the necessary resources to achieve their

common vision and share in the results and rewards.

Collaborative efforts change the way we work:

Partnerships offer a new way to effect change in

communities. If done properly, they promote more

diverse interests and the participation of all parties.

Rather than using the traditional methods of power,

structure, and exclusion to reach decisions, partnerships

rely on inclusion and trust to achieve shared goals.

The rewards are many, including:
• Quality solutions, which are improved by a broad

comprehensive analysis of the problem.

• Minimized risk of impasse.

• A process that ensures each stakeholder's interests
are considered.

• Parties retain ownership of the solution.

• Broader acceptance of a joint solution and the
willingness to implement it.

• The potential to discover novel, innovative
solutions.

• Improved relations between stakeholders and more
opportunities to reopen deadlocked negotiations.

• The establishment of mechanisms for coordinating
future actions among stakeholders.

Ingredients for Successful Partnerships
Two of the most important ingredients for successful

collaboration are good timing and clear need. There

must be a sense of urgency that provides the initial

momentum for the stakeholders to act in response to a

need. As we saw in the case of the Savannah Tree

Foundation (see Chapter 4), the accelerated loss of tree

canopy to development provided this "call to action."

Other ingredients can include the following:



MEMBER INGREDIENTS

• Commitment and involvement of community leaders.

Leaders such as the mayor, city council members,
chamber of commerce members, and executive

directors bring credibility to the effort. Their
support helps implement recommendations.

• Broad-based involvement by community members.

An adequate cross-section is needed to implement
recommendations. Representatives who will be

affected by the group's activities should be sought

from each segment of the community

• Sufficient incentives. Individuals believe their inter-
ests will be protected and advanced.

• Mutual respect, understanding, and trust.

Participants learn to understand each other and
the organization represented (its culture, values,

limitations, expectations).

• Mutual benefit. Participants believe the benefits will

offset costs such as loss of autonomy and turf.

• Ability to compromise. Participants accept that not
all decisions will fit their needs and interests.

PROCESS INGREDIENTS

• Shared vision. Participants have a clearly agreed-
upon mission, objectives, and strategy.

• Ownership. Members share a stake in both process
and outcome.

• Agreement on scope. Agreement up front prevents

differing expectations from derailing the process.

• Good faith. Mediator, facilitators, and/or conveners
maintain a climate of mutual trust.

• Good relationships with member organizations/agencies.

Have a mechanism built in for participants to con-
fer with and gain their organization's commitment
before final agreements are reached.

• Credibility and fairness of process. The procedure is
not dominated by a particular group or person.

• Careful management and leadership. Participation,
ownership, and power-sharing are incorporated in
the process. Skills include keeping participants at
the table, working through conflicts, and negotiat-
ing difficult situations.

• Interim successes. These help build and sustain the
momentum and provide encouragement.

• A shift to broader concerns. Participants focus less
on organizational interests and more on broader
community concerns.

• Open and frequent communication. Group members

interact often, update one another, discuss issues

openly, and convey information to one another
and those outside the group.

• Concrete, attainable goals and objectives. Goals are
broad statements that guide programs and help
the organization achieve its purpose. Objectives
are specific, measurable, and realistic statements.

Overcoming Obstacles
Partnerships can exceed expectations or they can fall

flat. For every good reason there is to collaborate, there's

another reason why partnerships fail.

In working to overcome obstacles, be prepared for

the following: We humans are resistant to change; we

don't like uncertainty. While we may not like the exist-
ing system, we are at least familiar with it. (The devil

you know is better than the devil you don't.)

Many individuals view the process of negotiating

as a sign of weakness. Many organizations, especially

advocacy groups, see reaching consensus as a compro-

mise. They believe it will hurt their credibility with the
public (not to mention their dues-paying membership)

to "sell out." In addition, organizations with limited

resources believe they will not be treated on an equal

basis with better funded, more powerful players. They

also see this process as a drain on their time and

finances. Lastly, different organizations have different

cultures—ways of doing business—and this can create

many misunderstandings between participants as they

try to work together.



COLLABORATIVE
PROBLEM-SOLVING

Reaching Agreement on the Problem

DEFINE THE PROBLEM

Without a clear, agreed-upon definition, the group

can flounder, spin wheels, or spend time solving the
wrong problem. One of the most important phases in

group problem-solving is to get the group to agree on

the problem.

State What the Problem Is/Is Not. This technique helps

the group identify and agree on what constitutes the
problem and what does not. Make a list with two

columns. In one column list what is known to be part
of the problem (i.e. where it is, when it happens, who is

involved, etc.); in the other list what is not part of the
problem. This technique helps build a definition of the
problem and eliminate assumptions.

State the Problem as a Question. Ask individuals in the

group to state the problem as an open-ended question
such as "How do we get more funding for tree planti-
ng?" or "What is the best way to...?" Each question

gives a different slant on what the problem might be.
Do not allow yes/no questions such as, "Should we get
more funds for tree planting?"

Find Key Words. After you have a working definition,
tighten it by circling key words and asking the group
for clarification. Each time you clarify a key word, you
sharpen the definition. For example, if the group is

exploring the problem of how to improve the urban for-

est in your community, they will need to decide what
"improve" means. Does it mean plant more trees, get

more funding for trees? What is the urban forest—street
trees, parkland, or both?

RESEARCH AND ANALYZE THE PROBLEM

This is where the problem gets broken down into
the who, what, where, why, and when. Sometimes the

group doesn't have the factual information it needs for
proper analysis. (Either the members can't agree or don't
know, or they don't want to admit they don't know.)
At this point it is probably best to have the group
identify a person or organization that can provide the

necessary expertise.

Exploring Options

GENERATE IDEAS
This part of the process—brainstorming—should be

fun, because it values creativity and originality. Be sure
to keep the creative juices flowing by simply producing
alternatives. Don't evaluate at this point; it can inhibit
the stream of ideas. To help ensure a successful session,
remember to:

• Verify that everyone has the same understanding
of the topic.

• Tell participants when the brainstorming starts.

• Have everything ready----paper, pens, person(s)
to act as recorder(s).

• Set a time limit.

• Give a pep talk—encourage and compliment
the group.

• Set an objective such as "let's come up with
25 ideas."

• Do not evaluate—anything goes, no matter
how weird.

• Give notice before ending.

Variations on Brainstorming

1. Give each participant a number of 3x5 cards. Set
a time limit and have participants work silently,
putting one idea on each card. Collect the cards.
Either appoint someone to sort and categorize by
topic during a break or have the entire group
hear each idea and sort by category.



2. Divide the group into two or more teams.
Have each team brainstorm and report back to
the group as a whole.

Sorting by category. Sometimes a brainstorming session
generates so many ideas it is difficult to proceed. If this

is the case, identify commonalities or natural groupings
under which the ideas will fit. An idea may be dropped
if it is captured elsewhere.

Ranking. Often you can ask the group for a quick
show of hands to discover which idea they believe is
most valid. Always allow each member a certain number

of votes (1-3). Remind them that this is not a final deci-
sion but rather a way to rank ideas.

EVALUATE IDEAS

Most evaluations are done by establishing criteria
and using them to test ideas. The key is to establish the
criteria before conducting the evaluation.

Advantages and Disadvantages. This technique allows for
quick evaluation, often eliminating the need to develop
criteria. List each idea and discuss its positive and nega-

tive aspects. Many might fall by the wayside right here.

Checkerboard Approach. This helps evaluate potential
solutions against agreed-upon criteria.

1. Generate a list of criteria (i.e., easy to do, low
cost, fulfills mission).

2. List the criteria across the top and the ideas down
the left-hand side.

3. Mark with an X each time the idea meets one of
the criteria. The one with the most Xs is ranked
highest. (Or you can assign a value to each of the
criteria and use it as a weight to multiply.)

Choosing the Best Solution
and Giving the Green Light

It's time to review the results of the evaluation
and commit to a course of action. If the group is having

difficulty making a decision, perhaps it moved too fast

or skipped a previous phase. Don't assume you must

choose a single idea; sometimes several can work togeth-

er. Strive for consensus before resorting to voting or

executive decision. Consensus does not necessarily mean
that everyone believes the right decision has been made

but rather that the decision is one everyone can live

with. Take one idea and ask the group if this is a solu-

tion all members can support. (Note: Don't ask if this is

the best solution; someone will always think something

else is better.) If the group answers yes, Congratulations!

You are done! You have reached consensus.

SETTLE ON A 'BEST SOLUTION'

Build Up and Eliminate. If one or more participants has
strong reservations, focus on what can be added to make
this idea acceptable to everyone. If the idea just isn't
workable, try another.

If building up isn't working, try seeing which ideas

you can eliminate. Focus on what people do not want.

Ask if an idea can be eliminated. If everyone agrees, out

it goes.
Visual Voting. Each person gets a set number of votes,

depending on how many people and ideas there are. They

then place marks (using stickers or colored markers) by
the idea(s) they like best. Tally the votes for a quick visual

representation of their feelings. You can force consensus
by asking if everyone can live with the top choice.

Straw Polling. Participants raise hands and vote to
make quick decisions about minor issues. This tech-
nique saves time and allows the facilitator to gauge the

mood of the group.

CREATE AND CARRY OUT AN ACTION PLAN

Often the group spends so much time and energy

coming to agreement, it loses steam and interest in

i mplementing its decision. An action plan increases the

likelihood that the agreed-upon solution will be put

into place effectively and on time.
Cut Up and Move Around. Write each of the proposed

activities on a small card. Group similar activities
together and arrange in sequential order. Once the activ-

ities are written on individual cards, it is easy to move
them around.

Work Backwards. What is the end result or final activ-

ity that needs to be accomplished? What are the things
you need to do to get there? List activities, time to com-
plete, who is responsible, and what additional resources

are necessary.

EVALUATE AND REVISE PLAN

Group members often resist this phase. They fear the

information collected in the evaluation might be nega-

tive and the solutions they worked so hard to develop

and carry out won't be as wonderful as they had hoped.
Success Indicators. Either individually or as a group,

determine the time frame for determining the success
of your efforts (i.e., six months, one year, two years).
List factors that will indicate success (i.e. planted X

more trees, budget for tree care increased by X dollars).
Whenever possible, make these factors measurable.
Success indicators should be compiled in a list, with

similar ideas weeded out or combined, and the list pri-
oritized. Review it periodically and use the information
gathered to make any necessary modifications.



BRINGING
PEOPLE TOGETHER

Identify Stakeholders
The partnership must be broad-based. It must

involve each segment of the community by including

representatives that care about trees and who will be

affected by the group's actions or outcomes. Those indi-

viduals are called stakeholders and should represent all

viewpoints on urban forestry issues. If the participants

are not widely seen as credible, the agreements they

make also will not be credible.

A large number of stakeholders can make the part-

nership difficult to manage and consensus difficult to

achieve. Conversely, if "legitimate" stakeholders are left

out, recommendations and agreements may be difficult

to implement.

Consider the following factors to help identify

participants:

Size of Group. Up to 15 people is an ideal size for

group planning and problem-solving. More than that

makes it difficult to schedule meetings, have everyone

participate fully, and come to consensus.

Roadblocks. Don't exclude those who may oppose

or block the project or are just difficult to work with.

Although it may be time-consuming to listen and

address their concerns, it will be much easier later on

if they are part of the collaborative process. If they

choose not to get involved, you'll have a good idea

of impediments you might face later.

Power/Resources. Include people who have power

or influence. This includes political, business, or social

leaders who have name recognition and prominence in

the community and are willing to directly participate

or lend their names.

Expertise Invite those with recognized skills and

background in urban forestry and community issues.

You will need individuals with experience not only in

tree planting and maintenance but also organizational

issues such as communications and facilitation.

How can you be sure the people you've identified

have the skills, expertise, and power needed? Create a

grid. List potential candidates at the top, qualities you

need down the side. As you make your check marks,

you'll see where you're covered and where the gaps

might be (see Participant Profile Grid below).

PARTICIPANT PROFILE GRID



Get Commitments to Participate
Take time to personally invite participants. Be pre-

pared to address the following issues:
• Why you chose this person. Explain why her/his skills

or experience are needed. Flattery will get you
somewhere.

• Why this partnership is important to this person.

• What this person or organization can expect

to gain. Self-interest is the strongest motivator for
participation. Sharing a common understanding of

the problem often is not enough to get people to
work together.

• What the commitment will be. Describe the time
involved, including the number of meetings and

types of responsibilities.

Consider different ways to organize your effort:

• Establish an initiating committee. The committee will

identify the stakeholders, design the process, and

help recruit leaders. The participant profile grid
is a good tool for this committee.

• Choose a convener. Select someone who has the trust
and respect of stakeholders but may or may not

personally be a stakeholder. The convener will help
identify and bring all stakeholders to the table.

It is essential to build trust. Create ownership by

involving everyone in the meetings. Good planning
and preparation is critical to the success of a meeting.

Some factors to consider:
• The reason for holding the meeting. Participants have

similar expectations and agreed-upon outcomes for
the meeting.

• The topics that will be covered. Before the meeting

begins, give participants a chance to review the
agenda, including the list of topics, how they will

be discussed, and how long it will take.

• Define roles. Participants must know what is expect-
ed of them before, during, and after the meeting.



• Preparation for the meeting. The room should be set
up to support the meeting's purpose, with neces-
sary materials on hand and a trusted facilitator pre-
pared to run an effective meeting.

As work begins, participants should share a sense
of common purpose and believe they can make some-
thing happen.

Create a Vision
How do you want your community to look in ten years?

List all the factors the group can agree on to describe its

vision of the ideal future. Create an image that is as
clear and detailed as possible. This is your vision state-
ment, and creating one will make it easier for you to

know when you have achieved success. As much as pos-
sible, break your definition of success down into smaller,

more manageable components. For instance, if part of
your vision is additional tree canopy, consider breaking
it down like this: preserving existing trees by improved
maintenance or more sensitive development; planting
new trees. Being able to show even small successes
along the way helps build confidence and encourage
participants.

Reach Agreement on the Problem
What problems stand in the way of creating this shared

vision? Most people are not interested in spending time
identifying and analyzing a problem. They just want to
solve it immediately. However, without initial analysis,
the group can waste time solving the wrong problem.

After identifying it, break the problem down into

who, what, where, when, and why. A majority of the

time spent in coming to an agreement is spent on defin-

ing and analyzing the problem. Let's say the problem is

lack of sufficient funds for tree planting and care. The
example below shows that only the nonprofit is raising

private funds and only the agency is advocating for a

larger city budget. A collaborative effort could solve the

problem. Remember, while crossover between groups can

mean conflict, it can also point to areas of partnership.

AREAS OF POTENTIAL COLLABORATION



HELPING PEOPLE
WORK TOGETHER

Confirm Organizational Commitment
Each organization must re-examine its commitment

by asking the following questions:
• Is there a fit with our mission and goals? Does the

vision of the new partnership complement our
existing mission?

• What do we expect to gain? (If we believe we can
gain more from the partnership than it will cost in
terms of staff time and resources, it's in our best
interest to participate.)

• Why are we collaborating? How will the partner-

ship benefit us and the community?

Define Roles

One way to minimize conflict is to clarify roles and

responsibilities, including initiating, setting up, and

running meetings; resolving problems; recording and

distributing information; and managing logistics.

In addition, there are four roles that participants

may assume to help work run more smoothly:

Facilitator: The facilitator helps the group focus on the

task by suggesting ways members can work together.
She/he ensures that everyone has an opportunity to par-
ticipate and protects members from attack. The facilita-
tor does not evaluate or contribute ideas but acts as the
neutral servant of the group. "How to Resolve Conflict in
Groups," on page 24, lists facilitative techniques.

Group Participants: The group participants make sure

the facilitator keeps a neutral position and that their
ideas are accurately captured by the recorder. In many
meetings, the fear of appearing stupid or the reluctance

to disagree, for example, can hinder participants from
contributing fully. This issue is diminished when all
participants believe they share equal responsibility for
the success of the meeting.

Chair: The chair or manager is an active participant
in the group and fights for her/his ideas along with

all the others. The chair/manager may retain all the
powers as final decisionmaker if the group cannot come
to consensus.



Recorder: The recorder captures the group's ideas on
large sheets of paper so they can be recalled and
reviewed at any time. It sometimes helps participants let
go of an idea if it is put in writing in front of the group.

Using large sheets of paper that everyone can see also

can help focus the group. In traditional meetings a sec-
retary takes notes and circulates the minutes later.
However, using the recorder method ensures that no
i mportant points are missed.

Resolve Conflicts
The new partnership must establish a new culture

distinct from that of the individual organizations.
Remember, each participants will have her/his own style

of working, communicating, and decisionmaking, and

conflict often can arise from these differences.

A good facilitator can help avoid problems by struc-

turing the meeting appropriately.

BEFORE THE MEETING

• Prepare an Agenda. Ask participants to describe what
topics they think should be covered (content) and
how the topics should be handled (process).

• Set Up the Room. Make sure the setting is appropri-

ate for the type of meeting being held.

WHEN THE MEETING BEGINS

• Establish Ground Rules. Define roles for facilitator,
group members, chair, and recorder.

• Get Agreement on the Agenda. Although an agenda
was prepared in advance, check with the group for

any changes or additions.

DURING THE MEETING

• Use recorded notes to reinforce and regain focus.

• Don't talk too much; have the group take responsi-
bility for its actions.

AFTER THE MEETING

• Coordinate post-meeting logistics.

• Distribute materials.

There are many different ways to solve problems.

Members will eventually need to decide how they will

work together and make decisions. These agreements are

called ground rules and cover issues such as whether the

group will agree to vote and let the majority rule if it

can't come to consensus (see "Typical Issues Covered in
Ground Rules").



Organize and Structure Activities
Try to create the most effective mechanism to make

decisions and ensure everyone's input. If the number of

participants is under 15, decisions can be made as a

whole. However, if the number exceeds 15, the process

becomes too cumbersome and you may want to organize

subgroups:
Task Forces. Task forces allow the group to address

several issues simultaneously. Each explores the issues
and prepares a report with recommendations.

Membership should be diverse and represent all possible
perspectives on an issue. Task forces do not have deci-
sionmaking ability, but they are a good way to gather

lots of information.

Caucuses. Caucuses are two or three subgroups that
share distinct positions on an issue. Each side meets sep-
arately, allowing members to vent and draw support for
their position before presenting it to the full group.



PREPARING PEOPLE
for

ACTION

for their services regardless of whether they are paid or

volunteer. Then list all the other costs involved. See

budget worksheet for more information

Create and Carry Out a Plan

WHO SHOULD DO WHAT BY WHEN?

Identify the activities and the necessary tasks and

steps that need to be accomplished. Establish a deadline

and state who is responsible for meeting it.

Involve those who will be carrying out these tasks,

especially if they are not the original participants. In

most cases, their time and talents are not solely devoted

to building this partnership. While your issue may be

important to them, it may not be their first priority.
They will need to be consulted for a reality check; can

they accomplish the tasks by the given deadline?

Below is one simple way to list activities:

By When Who Activity

9/I MA Identify potential participants

9/30 BB Send invitations

10/30 SH Coordinate all logistics for event

11/15 TT Evaluate and follow up

This is very clear and easy to understand. However,

it doesn't show how tasks are related or give an overview

of the entire process. In some cases, a bar chart, like that

shown below might be more appropriate.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?

After there is agreement on task sequence and time

required, analyze the resources needed and produce a
budget. Look at the various tasks and estimate the

amount of time needed by each individual involved.

List all the people individually and determine a value

Whenever possible, seek donations. It may take a

lot of someone's time to get something donated, but it

builds relationships in the community, and the same

source can possibly be tapped in the future.

Once the budget is completed you will have a clear

idea of the costs involved. If you don't have that much

money on hand, you have two choices: reduce expenses

or raise new monies. A budget gives you this knowledge

before the nonexistent money is "spent."

Build Support
You've done it! Now you and the other participants

must sell these plans to your organizations--especially

if some of your colleagues are responsible for imple-

menting activities. It is also important to build commu-

nity support. If you believe there might be opposition,

best to identify it now and decide how you might

transform it into support.



Evaluate and Revise
Many people think the job is done when they've

decided how to proceed. The problem isn't solved,
though, until you begin carrying out the plan and see-
ing if it actually works. The partnership, in recognizing
that difficulties can arise, should make arrangements to

monitor the action plan and identify and solve new
problems as they appear.

Monitoring and evaluation create the feedback loop
in the problem-solving process. Information on both
success and failure will help revise your plan and aid in
future planning.



Assessing Your Organization

This questionnaire is designed to help you examine many
organizational issues. Record honest and realistic responses on
an answer sheet. For different perspectives, copy this question-
naire and distribute to board members, staff, and key volun-
teers. For greater efficiency, recruit a volunteer to solicit
answers by telephone.

Call the Citizen Forestry Support System if you need help
interpreting the results of your assessment. It offers advice on
how to proceed, sends information on a particular topic, or
refer you to a resource that can provide additional assistance.

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

1. Does your organization understand and communicate the
economic, environmental, and social benefits of trees and
urban forests?

2. Do you have access to technical expertise either in-house
or through connections with government, business, or
universities?

3. Do you coordinate activities with other tree, environ-
mental, or community organizations?

4. Does your organization work well with local government
on permits and tree ordinances?

5. Does your organization work well with private or corpo-
rate sponsors?

LEADERSHIP

6. Do board members understand and carry out their legal
and financial responsibilities?

7. Does the board have an effective committee structure?
8. Is there a process for recruiting new board members,

based on current needs?
9. Are there clear job descriptions for board members and

an orientation for new members that covers their respon-
sibilities?

10. Do board members appear interested and attend board
and committee meetings regularly?

11. Are board meetings well-run with agendas, reasonable
time limits, and clear decision-making mechanisms?

12. Are materials such as the agenda, minutes, and back-
ground reports mailed to board members before the
meeting?

13. Is the current size and structure of the board appropriate
for accomplishing its work?

PLANNING

14. Is there agreement on the mission of the organization?
15. Is there a written plan that accurately reflects the goals,

objectives, and time frame for conducting activities?
16. Does the plan specify who is responsible for implemen-

tation, and is that person involved in the process?
17. Does your organization evaluate its programs?
18. Do the staff and board come together annually to review,

revise, and approve plans?
19. Do staff members develop work plans and set priorities

based on the organizational plan?

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

20. Does the board have a committee that oversees and
understands your finances?

21. Is the annual budget developed to reflect the organiza-
tional plans and activities?

22. Does your organization have a system of checks and bal-
ances to safeguard its finances?

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

23. Does your organization have written personnel and oper-
ating policies?

24. Do staff members receive job descriptions?
25. Do staff, board, and volunteers understand their respon-

sibilities and the lines of authority?
26. Are staff evaluations conducted annually? Do they pro-

vide a positive forum for evaluating and improving per-
formance?

27. Are conflicts addressed openly and positively?
28. Is there a plan for orienting and training volunteers?
29. Are board, staff, and volunteers recognized and appreci-

ated for their contributions?
30. Can volunteers offer suggestions for developing or

improving programs?

MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

31. Do you effectively communicate program ideas and
results to local decisionmakers?

32. Do you have a public relations plan?
33. Are printed materials (flyers, newsletters, brochures, and

annual reports) used effectively?
34. Do you use the media effectively?
35. Is your public image accurate?

FUNDRAISING

36. Do board members financially support the organization?
37. Are board members active and willing participants in

raising funds?
38. Do you have committed individuals with knowledge and

experience in fundraising?
39. Do you have a fundraising plan that identifies the

amount to be raised, types and sources of funds, and who
is responsible?

40. Are your programs adequately funded?
41. Do you have diverse funding sources?
42. Is your organization making the most of its fundraising

potential?
43. Do you involve small donors through a membership

program?

For more information call Citizen Forestry
Support System at 11800-323-1560.



Assessing Your Organization Answer Form

Record your answers to the assessment questionnaire
below. There are four possible answers for each question.

Y= Yes, this is true for my organization
NW= We do this, but it needs work.
N= No, this is not true for us.
? = I don't know.



SAMPLE AGENDA WORKSHEET
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